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A matrix is a rectangular array of numbers (elements) for which 
multiplication is defined in a special way. A matrix should not be 
confused with a determinant, which is a single number or value associated 
with a square array according to a specific rule. 
To such an array, which we hare given the name matrix, we will 
of bars, / /. Other commonly used syobols for matrices are the double 
bars, // //, and pairs of parentheses, ( )* The numbers, or symbols 
for numbers, which appear in the array are called the elements of the 
the numbers 1, 3, U, end f> are its éléments. It is interesting to point 
out that the word matrix comes from the Latin word mater, meaning mother. 
Unlike determinants, a matrix does not have quantitative value. 
In this paper we are concerned, for the most part, with those 
properties and theorems which are more commonly used in working with 
matrices and determinants. 
Each property and theorem is treated with special care and with 
simplicity. After we are well familiar with these aspects of the topic, 
we will then state and prove one of the best known theorems in the theory 
of matrices, the Cayley^Hamilton theorem. 
distinguish it from a determinant by using brackets, , instead 
matrix. Thus the square array of four numbers 
1 
CHAPTER H 
ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF MATRICES 
Multiplication of Matricea.—The multiplication of matrices differs 
in two important respects from scalar multiplication and from the 
multiplication of a matrix by a scalars (1) matrix multiplication is 
in general not commutât ire; and (2) two matrices can be multiplied only 
when they satisfy a certain condition, namely when the number of columns 
in the first matrix A is equal to the number of rows in the second 
matrix B of the produet AB* Matrices which satisfy the latter condition 
are said to be conformable* If A is an m x n matrix and B is an n x k 
matrix, the product AB is an m x k matrix* 
The product AB of any two conformable matrices 
is defined to be the matrix 
2 
3 
Die best way of seeing the necessity of having the matrices con¬ 
formable is to try the process of multiplication on two non-conformable 
matrices* Thus, if 
ÂB cannot be defined* For a row of A consists of one letter and a column 
of 8 consists of too letters, so that we cannot form the inner products 
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a matrix having 2 rows and 1 column* 
r. b] 
If M - 1 | and f* 
b] * H- P X1 L« dJ 1/ *J 
* cla2 
♦ c a. 
2 2 
are two matrices, then 






, <d W X aw ♦ by ax ♦ bî: 
• m 
c d 7 t cw + dy cx ♦ d £ 
• • - m " 
The element in the first (horizontal) row and second (vertical) 
column of the product NM is a sum of elements, each of which is the product 
of an element from the first row of M multiplied by a corresponding 
dement from the second column of N, 
In a similar fashion, the element in row R and column C of the 
product MN is the sum of the products of the elements of the Rth row of M 
multiplied by the corresponding elements of the Cth column of N* 
4 
» » - * 
1 -1 7 4 





(1) (7) ♦ (-1) (S) 
(3) (7) + (2) (5) 
2 -If 
31 28 
(1) (U) ♦ (-1) (8) 













[29 nJ . 
Thus, in the system of 2 x 2 matrices, AB and BA are not necessarily the 
same* 
Addition of Matrices*--Using the definition of matrix multiplication, 
Hence, if (a^ a^2 *“““
ain) 
is -fche **** of A and is indicated by 
A± and if 
is the kth column of B and is indicated by B . then the element A B k i k 
is the element in the i^h row and the k^h column of AB, as given in 
'lk Vue (1 * lf ** 3' k’ 
■j raî k»l, 2, 3, ,p) < 
J -1 
Thus, partitioning A into one-row matrices and partitioning B into one- 
column matrices, the product AB is given by 
AB - (B1 ®2 '"Bp) ‘ UiV 
for i - 1,2,3, , »5 
k - 1>2>3, , P. 
Thus, partitioning A into one-row matrices and partitioning B into one- 
column matrices, the product AB is given by 
(B B  B ) - (A B ) 
1 2 P Nik 
-, m; 
2 p' \ l k * 
for i - 1,2,3, - 
k - 1,2,3, , p. 
Vie also note that the products A^B and AB^ are both defined and we have 
V*i «Va -Bp) - (V, Vp
}- 
,th 
Consequently, the i row of AB is A^B. Similarly, the kth column of AB 










Let us form two matrices A and C each of which has m rows, and then 
form two matrices B and D each of which has n columns. And let the 
products AB and CD be defined. We hare seen that the matrix product AB 
may be written (A^) and also that CD may be written (C^D^), where A^ 
Hence we may write 
(A C) AB ♦ CD* 
if we define the sun of two mxn matrices in the following manner; 
Définit ion.—The sum of two m x h matrices A and C is annzn 
matrix whose element in the i^ row and column is the sum of the element 
th th 4- y, it 
in the i row and $ column of A and the element in the i row and j 
column of C, 
i ■ 1, 2, mj j ■ 1, 2, ———, n. 
In order that the relation (A C) 
holds for all m x n matrices, the sum of two m x n matrices must be 
defined in this manner. This may be seen by taking A and C to be m x n 
7 
matrices and B and D each to be the n-rov identity matrix* Then we have 
Theorem, Under this definition of sum, A ♦ B ■ B ♦ A* That is, 
addition of matrices is associative and commutative* 
That is, if A, B, and C are any three m x n matrices, 
then 
(1) A ♦ B - B + A 
(2) A + (B ♦ C) - (A ♦ B) ♦ C 
Proof of (1): Let A ■ (a^) and B * fay)* 1116131 A ♦ B ■ (a^ ♦ b^) 
and B ♦ A - (b^ ♦ ) are m x n matrices* But a^ + b » b^ ♦ a^ 
for all pairs i, j by the commutative law of complex number addition, so 
that A ♦ B - B + A. 
Proof of (2): Let A ■ (a^), B - (b^), and C - (c^). 
for all pairs i, j* Hence, (A + B)+C*A + (B ♦ C). 
8 
Examples : 
The Adjoint of a Square Matrix»—-We shall use the notation 
(adjA) for the new matrix we are about to introduce. 
Consider a definite element a.. of the n x n matrix A* Delete 
the row and column passing through this element, leaving a square 
matrix of order n-1. Let the determinant of this (n-l)th order matrix, 
multiplied by (~1)^+^, be denoted by Ay* We call A the cofactor of 
ay. Let us now replace each element in A by its cofactor, and then 
take the transpose of the resulting matrix* The final matrix thus 









2 -U -1 
h -16 2 
-it 8 -2 
Note also that 




A) 1 0 
1 2 













The Reciprocal of a Square Matrix»—A square matrix A is said to 
be non-singular if det A does not vanish. But if det A does vanish, the 
matrix A is said to be singular. The reciprocal of a square matrix A 
is only defined if A is non-singular. 
Consider the matrix formed by the elements of adj A divided by 
adjA = 
det A 
det A. Observe that A, 
10 
^ * 1 I* 8180 ad^A A - I* Therefore, is defined to be 
det A det  det A 
the reciprocal of A, and is written A*1 « We set 
-1 
■ (adj 
so AA"1 - A_1A - I. 
A)/det A, 
Hence A and its reciprocal commute* 
-1 -1 Moreover, A is the only matrix such that A A "I* Let R be another 
matrix such that RA ■ I* Then 0 * RA - I • (R-A A* 
Now if we post - multiply by A"1, we obtain 0 ■ (R*»A~^) AA ■ (R-A-1) • 
I » R - Aso R and Aare identical* 
Example 1* Consider the 3rd order alternant matrix 




The matrix of the minors is 
be2 - cb2 
c2 -b2 
2 2 




àb - ba 
i.2 2 D -a 
c-b c-a b-a 
The matrix of the cofactors is 
2 2 
be - cb 
2 2 
ca - ac 
2 2 c-a 
a—c 




The transposed matrix is 
/be2 - cb2 b2 
2 
- c c-b\ 
[ 2 2 2 2 l ca - ac e - a *-c I 
Vab2 - ba2 
2 
a -b2 b-a J 
Now dividing by the determinant of A, we have 
.-1 
2 2 2 c-b\ h - cb* 2 D - C 2 2 - ac « i o a-c 
V<*2 
2 
- ba a2-b2 b-a 
(b-c) (c-a) (arb) 
This is the required reciprocal* The 3 by 3 matrix may evidently be 






I -ca c+a 
V-ab a+b / 
(b-c) (c-a) (a—b) 
Rank of A matrix* 
Definition,—If A contains at least one r-rowed minor determinant 
that does not vanish, but no non-vanishing (rt-l)-rowed minor determinant, 
A is said to be of rank r* That is to say, the rank of a matrix A is the 
highest order determinant of the matrix which is not equal to zero* 
For example, the matrices 
[liiil fioool 
2 2 2 2jand [o 1 0 oj 
have 
ranks one and two respectively* Definition A is non-singular, if its 
rank ■ nj A is singular, if its rank ^ n , tfiere A is an n-square matrix. 
CHAPTER in 
DETERMINANTS 
Let A ■ (ay) be a square matrix of order n* Theorem. If A is a 
square matrix, /A1/ ** /A/, ie, the determinant of a square matrix A 
is the same as that of its transpose* 
Proof: If A* 
<bi> 
then b. 
id aij for all i, j, 
/A»/ = £ol (-1)1 b± b; 
di n 
(* 





(*) is the "row definition" of /A/, so that /A/ 
Theorem* If B is a matrix obtained from A interchanging two rows 
(columns) of A, then /B/ - -A/* 
Proof: By hypothesis, B = (by ), where for all ^ bid * \) if 1 * k 
or 1, by « ay, and by - a^. 
Assume k equal 1* Then /B/ « £col ("^)\jibJ0« ..a .1 .... 
*^1 —anJn " £°
o1 (_1)3 *131 V2 “lV anV 
Since a single interchange carries the fixed subscripts 1, 2, j, 
......k,     n, it follows that the latter sum is 
(-D1 A/--/V- 
If B is obtained from A by interchanging two columns of A, then 
B* is obtained from A* by interchanging the corresponding rows of A1* 
And it has been proved that the number of interchanges carrying 
j into 1, 2,     nis always even or always odd* 
n 
Therefore, 
/B/ - /B*/ - -/V -AA 
12 
13 
Theorem* If two rows (columns) of A are identical, then /kj ■ 0. 
Proofs If B is the matrix obtained from A by interchanging thbse identical 
rows (columns), then B-A and /B/ - /A/. However, by other theorems, 
/B/ « - /A/. Thus /A/- /A/, 2/A/ - 0, and /kj - 0. Q. E, D. 
PROPERTIES OF DETERMINANTS 
Property 1* The value of a determinant is not changed if cor¬ 
responding rows and columns are interchanged* 
Proofs From a given determinant 
D - 
a b c 
111 
a^ b c 
2 2 2 
a b 
3 3 
Let D/be obtained by interchanging corresponding rows and columns of D* 
That is, suppose 
D» 
Notes 
®1 ®2 °3 
a b c 
ill 
a b c 
2 2 2 
a b c 
3 3 3 
* We wish to show that D ■ D’. 
» a.b c +bnc a+cnb a-c b a -b a c -&,b c 
J.23 123 132 123 1 2 3 1 3 2 
ia 
Now, except perhaps for its sign, any term T’ of D' can be obtained 
by rearranging the factors of a corresponding term T of D, One term of 
D is T “"b^a^c^ and the corresponding term of D’ is T* • -a^b^c^* 
There are no inversions among the letters in T, nor among the sub¬ 
scripts in T', Moreover, the following has been proven by Dr, William 
L, Hart: The combined number of inversions among subscripts and letters 
is either even in both T and T' or else odd in both. Hence, the number 
of inversions among letters in T* and the number of inversions among 
subscripts in T are either both even or both odd* Hence, T* has the same 
sign in the expansion of D' that T has in D. Therefore, D - D', because 
terms of D and of D1 with the same factors also have the same sign* 
Property 2, If all elements of a column (or row) of a determinant D 
are multiplied by the same number k, the value of the determinant is 
multiplied by k. 
Proof: One and only one element of the column is a factor of each term of 
D* Hence, if each element of the column is multiplied by k* we obtain a 
new determinant D* each of whose terms is k times a corresponding term of 
D, There D* - kD, 
k "l 
bi I a b kl 
Illustration: Si b - 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 
. 
ja2 
Property 3* A common factor of all elements of a column (or row) 
may be removed and written before the determinant* 
Property lu If each element of some column (or row) is expressed as 
the sum of two, or more, numbers, the determinant may be expressed as the 
sum of two, or more, determinants* 
Illustration: 
Property f>. The value of a determinant is not changed if to each 
element of any column (or row) we add k times the corresponding element 
of some other column (or row)* 
Proof 1* Consider only the special case which states that D and D' below 
are equal* 
“1 bl °1 
a1 (b^tko ) c^ 
a b c *D»- a. (b+kc 1 c 
2 2 2 2 2 2* 2 
a_ b c„ a (b +kc0) c, 3 3 3 v 3 y 3 







koi ei \ \ °i 







«F *2 C2 °2 
a_ b c_ kc„ e a c c 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3* By theorem, the last determinant is zero; hence D • D* 
Property 6, In any determinant D, if e is the element in the h^1 
til row and k column, and if E is the minor of e, the terms of D involving e 
16 
are +eE column, or -eE according 3s (h + k) is even or odd. 
Illustration: In D of illustration (property 7), if e is the element c, 
then h ■ 2 and k “ 3j h + k ■ Jl>, which is odd. By io, the terms of D 




"“a (al b3 - “3 V ‘ 
CHAPTER IV 
THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION OP A MATRIX 
In certain important applications of matrices, the following question 
arises ï $ivan a matrix A of order n, with real or complex elements, are 
there any vectors X such that the vector AX is a scalar multiple of X, 
* ■ „ 
that is, are there scalars and non-zero vectors X such that 
00 AX - T\. X? 
The above equation is equivalent to the equation 
(A - Ai ) x - 0, 
n 
which is the matrix-form of a system of n homogeneous equations in n 
unknowns which has non-trivial solutions if and only if the coefficient 
determinant vanishes, that is, 
/A- /" 0, 
written more fully, 






2n 0 , 
17 
18 
The expansion of this determinant is a polynomial of degree n in 
A which we shall denote by It is called the characteristic 
polynomial of A* 
The equation (|) ( TV ) * 0 is called the characteristic equation of 
A, The solution of (j) ( "TV ) ■ 0 are called the characteristic roots of A, 
and ary vector which is a solution of AX is called a characteristic 
vector of A. Every matrix of order n has exactly n characteristic roots, 
but it may have a smaller number of independent characteristic vectors# 
Finally the matrix A - Aln is called the characteristic matrix of A. 
In many books, the characteristic roots are called eigenvalues of proper 
values and the characteristic vectors are called eigsnvectors or proper 
vectors# 
Example 1# Find the characteristic roots of the matrix 
A • t :]• 
|lA - A I - 0 implies 
|TW -3 1-0. 
1 7\- s* 
Thus our characteristic equation is TV - « Tv. ♦ e 
its Of A, 
Tiframpl », 2. Find the characteristic vectors of the matrix 
- 0. 
Hence, - 2, U are the characteristic root o
F‘ ; 
A - 1-1 5] , ie, 
Using the root T\" 2, we have 
P a-Ei ■ i 
X such that AX - A X • 
\ ■ 3I2 
or 
♦ SX2 * 2X2 \ ■ *2*. 
The obvious solution is 
X ■* ^ 
1 or (Xi ) X2 ) - (3t, t) - (3, l)t. 
Any multiple of (3, 1) Is a characteristic vector of A* The other 
characteristic vector corresponding to the root H may be determined 
in a similar manner* 
*********************************** 
W. R. Hamilton used Matrix algebra in 1853 in treating linear 
and vector functions* In 1855, Arthur Cayley referred to 
matrices "as being very convenient notation for the theory of 
linear equations,N and added the casual comment that "there are 
surely many things to be said about this theory of matrices*" In 
1858, he returned to the systematic development of their pro¬ 
perties, as here were presented in Chapter III* 
CHAPTER V 
THE CAYLEY-HAKELTON THEOREM 
A matrix satisfies its own characteristic equation, that is, (|)(A) 
0. 
First let us denote the characteristic matrix of A by C, that is, 
C - A - A I n 
A** 
and then we use C to denote the adjoint matrix of C, The cofactors 
of C are of degree at most n-1 in A , so that the same is true of the 
elements of C. Hence we may represent C as a matrix polynomial: C » 
C +C TV. ♦ C T\ 2^r C Tv n-1 , where C is the matrix of the o i 2 ♦ *• rv-l /V- ' o 
constant terms of the elements of C, is the matrix of the coefficients 
of A in C, and so on, The following example illustrates the idea: 
p 
( 1 ♦ A - A2) (1 < 
CNJ A
 (1 - A)” 
A % 2 ♦ A2 
(1 < ►A ) (-1 -Tv2) 0 
1 H H 
/ 
1 0 A —1 i 
— 
0 









0 L -1 0 
V 
It has been established that C C ■ /C/, I , which r educes to the 
n 
identity in TL: 
(*) (A - Tun)Ta <|>(A > . in 
or AT- XT s A)* I • 
Substituting the above expansion of and also putting in (*) 






k — Ml <*yr -N °k7v I 
n 
i (\ TV V 
k-o k-o 
Now equating corresponding coefficients, 
tionss 
AC - a I 
o 0 n 
k-o 
obtain the set of equa- 
AC - C - a I 
1 o 1 n 
AC - CL - a«I 
2 A 2 n 
AC , - C - a T I 
n-1 tt*2 n 1 n 
-C - a I • 
n-1 n n 
In order to eliminate the matrices from these equations, we 
need only multiply them on the left by 
I , A, A^ , — , An \ An respectively and add the 
n 
results, thereby obtaining 
° - a^+a^A+agA* 





'0 0 1 
.n-1 n 
—■♦•a A +a A , 
n—l n 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
The subject of matrices and determinants is one of great importance 
and scope* The applications of matrices and determinants are used in 
many of the higher branches of Mathematics and Science* 
It is very important to understand the fundamental operations* 
Knowledge of the fundamental operations enables one to better understand 
some of the theorems with which he comes in contact* 
Without the vigorous proofs, matrices and determinants may be 
sufficiently simplified. 
The purpose of this paper was to lead the reader to the Hamilton- 
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